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The Development of Secondary 
Education from 1902 to 1970 
in the Borough of Bedford 
By J. D. T H O M P S O N  
R e d b o r n e  Schoo l ,  Ampthi11,  B e d f o r d s h i r e  

Introduction 
The Borough of Bedford has a charter dating back 
to 1166 and a population approaching 70,000. 
Since 1960 Bedford has been an Excepted District 
for education under the Bedfordshire County 
Council, having lost her 'Part III' status in 1944. 
The town is a blend of the administrative, residen- 
tial, agricultural, industrial and educational. 
Bedford grew up as the best place to exchange 
farming produce and is today a county town 
serving an area of farming, brickworks and market- 
gardening. Her prosperity is now based upon 
manufacturing, whose origins are seen in the 
mid-nineteenth century with the founding of 
Howard's farm-implement works. 

But in 1902 education was the main industry 
of the town. The Bryce Report declares 'Bedford 
has, apart from breweries and agricultural works 
no manufacturing industry, its educational attrac- 
tions alone raising it above the level of a market 
town' [1] and the Report later concludes 'Well 
may it be said that education is the trade of 
Bedford'. [2] In the recent official guide to the 
town we find 'Education has been called the 
principal industry of Bedford. It is true that much 
of the development of the Borough as a residential 
t o w n . . ,  is due to the well-known schools under 
the Harpur Trust. '  [3] All writers on Bedford 
make similar remarks. For in 1873, following the 
Endowed Schools' Act, a new Trust scheme had 
launched the town on its period of greatest 
growth; the town's population increased from 
16,000 in 1881 to 35,000 in 1901, when a flood 
of Indian Civil Servant's and Army Officers' 
families flowed to Bedford to take advantage of 
the cheap but outstanding educational facilities. 

* Where this article examines the years before the 
Hadow Report, the 1904 Regulations' definition of 
secondary education is adopted, but for the years after 
1926 secondary education is seen as the second stage of 
education from the age of 11. 

Edwardian Bedford was an attractive town with a 
leisured class enjoying the parks and boating 
excursions. 

Since 1902 Bedford's growth has been linked 
with the growth of light industry, engineering and 
the like, with goods having a secure future and not 
based on local resources, for, except for clay, 
Bedfordshire has no extractive industries. She has 
also become a dormitory town for London 
workers and is an administrative and market 
centre. 

Because of this diversity Bedford remained 
prosperous between the wars; she enjoyed a 
second period of expansion in the 1930s, which 
transformed the social composition of the town, 
and the social classes became less clearly de- 
marcated. Since the war shopping centres and 
housing estates have been built, while the popula- 
tion has received a large number of immigrants, 
with Italians, attracted by the brickworks, the first 
arrivals. Some schools in Bedford now have an 
immigrant population of over 50 per cent. 

The Harpur Trust 
The Harpur Trust dominates the story of 
secondary education in Bedford, for the Trust had 
a virtual monopoly of secondary education in the 
Borough until  1937, nor was there a maintained 
grammar school in Bedford until  1962. The Trust 's 
beginnings are seen in 1552 when Letters Patent of 
Edward VI, following the Corporation's petition 
for leave to establish a school, gave the Com- 
munality of Bedford licence to found a free and 
perpetual Grammar School and to receive lands to 
the value of £40 per annum to support the school, 
marry poor maidens, educate poor boys and 
relieve the poor. In 1566 Sir William Harpur, Lord 
Mayor of London in 1561, gave to the Corpora- 
tion lands in Holborn to the value of £12 per 
annum and land in Bedford to the value of £28 per 
annum. From this t iny beginning, the value of the 
Harpur Trust's endowments, owing to massive 
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increases in the value of the Holborn estate, grew 
from £40 per annum in 1566 to £150,000 in 
1970. [41 

Bedford School is the direct descendant of Sir 
William's original foundation. From this a Reading 
and Writing school developed in 1764, which 
became known as Bedford Modern School in the 
nineteenth century. Most pupils left this school, 
a second grade in the Taunton sense, at 15 to enter 
business, and in 1902 the school was in a decline, 
but this was soon to be halted with the help of 
grants from the County Council. The 1873 
scheme, following the Taunton Commission's 
recommendations, provided for two girls' schools 
and placed the finances of the Trust on a much 
sounder footing. In 1882 the two girls' schools 
opened. The first-grade, Bedford High School, had 
very close connections with Miss Beale's College; 
Miss Beale made several visits and the first three 
headmistresses came from the staff of Cheltenham 
College. The Bryce Commission describes the 
situation in Bedford in 1894 [5] and this account 
gives us the pre-Balfour position in Bedford. The 
Report credits the Trust with having created 'a 
graded system of schools for boys and girls alike 
almost unrivalled in the kingdom.' [6] Some 
pupils came from outside the town but  'altogether 
the number of children in Bedford in proportion 
to population receiving a secondary education as 
day scholars is probably unique in England, the 
number in higher s choo l s . . ,  being nearly 2500 
for a population of 28,000.' [7] In addition one 
of the Harpur elementary schools appeared in fact, 
if not  in name, a higher grade school. The fees for 
the Trust's secondary schools were very moderate, 
£12 maximum at the first-grade schools and £9 at 
the second grade schools, and tittle overlap be- 
tween schools was found. The 3,000 pupils at 
Harpur elementary schools were linked by a few 
exhibitions (four a year or sixteen in total) to the 
secondary schools and the low fees allowed 
approximately 100 ex-elementary pupils to study 
at the four schools. 

So the position in 1902 was very good, indeed 
unique for a non-university town. This was 
realized by the scores flocking to Bedford to enjoy 
its educational facilities. 

In 1907 another independent school, the Con- 
vent of the Holy Ghost, was opened and remains 
in 1970 a Roman Catholic independent school of 
high repute. 

The 1873 scheme reserved two-elevenths of the 
Trust's income for elementary education. How- 
ever, in the years 1900 to 1903 the Harpur Trust 
handed over all but two of its elementary schools 
to the new Bedford School Board (formed in 

TABLE 1. The Harpur Trust Secondary Schools 
in 1894 

From elementary 
Total at school schools (%) 

Bedford Grammar School 837 
(Grammar dropped 
officaUy in 1917) 

Bedford Modern (Boys) 

Bedford High School 

Bedford Modern (Girls) 

Total 

619 12 

555 2 

135 12 
(188 in 1890) 

2144 100 pupils appx. 

1897). The Balfour Act further reduced the 
Trust's responsibilities for elementary education 
by allowing voluntary schools to receive rate aid. 
Thus there was considerable discussion on the 
future of the two-elevenths of the fund reserved 
for elementary education. [8] It was proposed 
therefore to make one of the Harpur elementary 
schools into a higher elementary school, but 
nothing came of this, mainly because the Board of 
Education doubted whether there was room for 
such a third grade school in Bedford. 

The Effects of  the Balfour Act 
The passage of the Education Bill of 1902 pro- 
duced considerable comment in the Bedfordshire 
Times. Many regretted the end of the infant 
School Board, while the Free Church Council was 
prominent in the opposition to giving rate aid to 
voluntary schools. The Bedfordshire Times was 
very critical of the local Conservative M.P. for 
supporting the Bill and some threats not to pay 
rates were heard, but once the Bill became law 
tittle more was heard; Bedford itself had no 
Church schools. Bedford became a 'Part III '  
authority and worked fairly smoothly with the 
County, until  the Fisher Act revealed the inherent 
inefficiency of the division of power. 

For the first year, 1903-4, the County Council 
allowed the work of the Technical Instruction 
Committee, which had been formed in 1892 
following the Technical Instruction Act of 1889, 
to continue. This committee had no premises of its 
own but supervised the organization of a con- 
siderable number of classes, elementary, inter- 
mediate and higher, in various fields. The classes in 
Bedford were held in the Trust's schools and this 
entailed annual grants to the Trust. During this last 
year of the Technical Instruction Committee, the 
Council producted a scheme to comply with the 
Act's instructions to consider 'the educational 
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needs of their area and take such steps as seem 
des i rab le . . ,  to supply or aid the supply of 
education other than elementary'. 

The Council's scheme [9] outlined evening 
continuation classes at the Technical Institute, a 
scholarship system and first and second grade 
schools accessible to all. This, the Council claimed, 
would wipe out for Bedfordshire the charge that 
this nation lagged behind Europe. A aAd rate, to be 
1Y2d eventually, was levied to supplement the 
whisky money of 1890. This rate was lower than 
in most counties, for, as the Council stated, the 
task for Bedfordshire was less formidable than 
elsewhere because of the exceUent provision by 
the Trust. The Council concluded that no district 
except Luton required a secondary school. A 
School of Art, to be attached to the Modern 
School, was proposed but  this plan was never 
carried out. 

Bedford was deemed well provided with first- 
grade schools and Bedford Grammar School 
(styled Bedford School after 1917) and Bedford 
High School were given immediate recognition, 
but  the position for second grade schools was 
more complex. Bedford Modern School had been 
found by the Board of Education to be in a bad 
state, for numbers were declining, rooms were 
badly ventilated and ill-lit, staff were sweated and 
the school was not  paying its way. The Council 
concluded that it would pay to be liberal and 
awarded a grant of £3,000, to which the Duke of 
Bedford added £1,000, and £500 annually for 5 
years. Up to 1918 the Council normally gave each 
year £500 to the boys' school, £100 to the girls' 
school, plus one grant of £ 1,250 for enlargements, 
and grants, often of £250, to the Grammar School 
for the Technical Institute. In return the Modern 
Schools gave free places, calculated at nine a year, 
and the use of the schools for the Technical 
Institute. 

In addition to the free places, Trust exhibitions 
and maintenance grants, the Council began a 
Junior County Scholarship scheme. [10] These 
were to be given only to pupils from public 
elementary schools and of exceptional ability, thus 
mirroring the government's view rather than that 
of some more tender-minded L.E.A.'s. Ten 
scholarships were awarded most years, most were 
for places at the Modern Schools, but only a 
minority were given to Bedford children. A pupil- 
teacher system was also launched. This gave 40 
scholarships a year, renewable after 2 years. In 
1905, of 41 given, 8 were given to Bedford 
children and 24 for places in the Modern Schools. 
In 1907, following national policy, a bursary 
scheme, which gave free education to pupils 

already in secondary schools, replaced the other; 
14 of 80 bursaries given in 1906-7 were for 
Bedford children. During the First World War the 
scheme was said to be good except for supply, for 
there were only four applications in 1917. The 
1907 Regulations concerning 25 per cent free 
places only made a difference in the south of the 
county before 1918, but operated for the Modern 
Schools after that date. 

So by the First World War, the Balfour Act had 
brought comparatively little change to Bedford 
beyond grants to the Harpur Trust, some scholar- 
ships and free places, and awards for pupil- 
teachers. In 1904 the Bedfordshire Times con- 
gratulated the Council on how she was filling the 
gaps, but it should be remembered that her task 
had been of the lightest thanks to Sir William's gift 
in 1566. The scholarship ladder in Bedford re- 
mained scanty; perhaps the composition of 
Bedford's population was in part responsible for 
this. 

Developments in the inter-war years 
During World War I Bedford aimed, as did the 
rest of the nation, merely to carry on. It was 
difficult to staff the schools with the counterpull 
of military service and the factories, while a 
deterioration in discipline was noted due to absent 
fathers. The children helped the war effort by 
knitting, agricultural work and war savings 
schemes. In 1918 there was a need to make up 
deficiencies after a period that saw no building or 
improvement. [ 11 ] 

In 1918, in the mood of a 'land fit for heroes', 
the Fisher Act was passed which gave LEA new 
duties, including those of preparing schemes for 
the progressive and comprehensive organization of 
education in their areas, and of providing central 
schools or classes, practical and advanced instruc- 
tion and day continuation schools. The Borough 
Council stated [12] that the ratepayers would 
have to find the considerable sum of £50,000 to 
£60,000 and that, as the town had no buildings for 
continuation classes, a brilliant prospect faced the 
builders, but it was hoped that continuation 
classes could start on a voluntary basis. However, 
the Borough produced a scheme in 1920 [ 13] and, 
despite the opposition of local headmasters, 
proposed that the Harpur Elementary Schools 
could, with some alteration, be adapted to become 
central and continuation schools. The local 
elementary schools would be decapitated and 
could thus accommodate the pupils of the Harpur 
Elementary Schools. However, the town was 
dependent on the County Council for part of the 
scheme and this body was in a rebeUious mood. It 
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passed a resolution [14] that it would proceed 
'providing it will be carried out as economic 
conditions allow as and when determined by the 
LEA,' a direct challenge to the government. The 
Bedfordshire Times, disgusted by the Council, felt 
that the majority of councillors were against the 
Act and that only the Labour councillors 
supported the scheme. In December 1920, the 
government, to the great relief of the council, 
ordered that all expenditure was to remain in 
abeyance. The causes of the failure to implement 
plans can be seen as national problems, but a 
burning enthusiasm for educational change was 
not discernible in this middle-class residential 
town. In 1925 the Education Committee of the 
county states 'During the past few years there has 
been little opportunity for development.' [ 15] 

However, the question of the Harpur Elemen- 
tary Schools [16] remained. In 1924, the Board 
stated that unless the premises were improved, 
they would not be recognized for grant. It was 
here that the Acts of 1918 and 1921 bore fruit, 
for the improvements were carried out by the 
Trust so as to allow the conversion of the schools 
to central schools giving advanced instruction to 
older pupils. In 1929, two central schools, one of 
320 boys and one of 325 girls, were recognized by 
the Board, both schools to be selective schools for 
pupils of 11 to 15. This development took place 
because money had to be spent in any event to 
preserve a government grant. 

After 1919, the number of free places to the 
Trust's secondary schools was much increased, for 
all four schools now asked for grants. Bedford 
School and Bedford High School realized that 
without the help of the state they could not 
compete for staff, for the Trust was in debt due to 
increased salaries and improvements to the 
schools. In 1919 they gave up independence and in 
1926 the four schools were among the 250 that 
opted for a government grant rather than a LEA 
grant. The County very grudgingly gave a grant of 
£ 10,000 annually to the Trust from 1923 to 1926, 
a part of which was charged to Bedford after a 
legal battle; in this episode the LEAs were very 
backward in acknowledging their debt to the 
Trust. For the number of places offered to the 
County rose to 25 per cent for the Modern 
Schools and to 10 per cent for the other two 
schools or to about 500 for the whole county 
(roughly half of these to children living in the 
Borough.) In 1922 it was calculated that 40 per 
1000 of Bedford's population were receiving 
secondary education against a national figure of 12 
per 1000. [17] In 1943 it was calculated that 34 
per cent of pupils (58 a year in reserved places, 40 

as fee payers and 80 in central schools) were 
receiving secondary or central school education 
after attending elementary school;[18]  a con- 
siderable number  of non ex-elementary pupils can 
be added to this number. So thanks to the Harpur 
Trust, at little cost to the ratepayer, Bedford was 
well provided for in secondary education between 
the wars. 

The Hadow Report, followed by the Board's 
'The New Prospect In Education, '  recommended 
secondary education for all. However, in 1931 a 
50 per cent grant for reorganization was 
withdrawn, and the raising of the leaving age 
posponed, due to the financial crisis and voluntary 
schools' problems. 

Bedford produced a plan in 1930. [ 19] When 
the school leaving age was raised, all over 11 were 
to transfer to schools in the north and in the south 
of the town, while examinations for entry into the 
Harpur Centrals would continue. However a 
resolution [20] of the Corporation asked that the 
raising of school leaving age be permissive and 
declared the raising of the age to be a heavy 
burden for the ratepayers as well as a hindrance to 
recovery. 

But despite the government's decisions of 1931, 
the town's expansion, particularly to the south, 
caused Silver Jubilee Senior School, 320 boys and 
320 girls in separate departments, to be opened in 
1937. Plans for a school in the north were delayed 
in 1937 by parents'  demonstrations, and even 
strikes, at the failure of the new Silver Jubilee to 
cater for juniors. A site for a northern school of 
720, planned for 1943, was purchased, but  this 
land was ploughed up in 1940 and never used for 
educational purposes. Meanwhile, the Harpur 
Central Schools became one school of 300 pupils 
instead of being two schools containing in total 
500 pupils; the opening of Silver Jubilee and the 
needs of Bedford Modern for more space explain 
this move. 

So between the wars the same reliance on the 
Harpur Trust is seen. A good many pupils received 
free places (or later special places) for the Trust 's 
schools; many more from elementary schools were 
fee-payers, including the children of artisans, while 
others received advanced instruction at the Central 
School. Reluctance to spend money was shown by 
Bedford, as elsewhere, in 1920 and 1930, but 
reorganization had begun in the Borough and may 
well have been completed by 1943 but  for the 
war. But the Borough was still expanding and 
there was little unemployment,  so it could be 
argued that more could have been done. The 
Borough felt that almost all who were suited to a 
secondary education would be found in the 
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Central School or secondary schools and was thus 
content. [ 21 ] 

The post 1944 situation 
During the Second World War Bedford suffered 
very little bomb damage while acting as a reception 
reception centre for evacuees (12,000 came to the 
county). The Trust 's secondary schools enterained 
other schools, as did the maintained schools who 
continued in overcrowded conditions. The number  
of evacuees grew less during the war but many 
stayed on after 1945. 

On the 1st of April 1945, despite her entreaties 
and arguments, Bedford became a Divisional 
Excutive under the county. Her rates increased by 
Is. 9d. to the county's  1 ld., thus indicating the 
lightness of the borough's educational burden. She 
believed it would take 5 years to give secondary 
education to all, but the county reorganized the 
borough's schools so as give all children secondary 
education in 1946. Harpur Central was given its 
fourth name, Harpur Secondary Modern School, 
while Goldington Road School, an elementary 
school for pupils aged 7 to 14, became a secondary 
modem school. A replacement building was 
planned for this school but this was not  opened 
until 1965. It was not  until  the 1960s that the 
heavy load carried by these two schools was 
lightened; a secondary modern school was opened 
in the Goldington area in 1960, Harpur School 
finally dosed after 130 years in 1965 when 
Westfield School opened and a Roman Catholic 
secondary modem school was opened in 1960. So 
from 1945 to 1960 the Borough made do with 
pre-war buildings. The 1960s have seen a 
considerable improvement and the Silver Jubilee 
Schools were in 1970 the only secondary schools 
in Bedford in pre-war buildings. Two secondary 
technical schools were in the 1946 Development 
Plan but, despite a plea to the Minister in 1956, 
were not built; the enthusiasm of the post-Spens 
Report era for technical schools was fading in the 
late 1950s and in this climate Bedfordshire 
dropped the idea. A College of Further Education 
opened in 1948 and provided facilities for pupils 
over 15 until  the secondary modems organized 
their own courses. 

Selective secondary education continued to be 
given exclusively by the Harpur Trust (except for 
the Convent School) until  1962, except that some 
Bedford children travelled to Biggleswade when 
Stratton School, a mixed grammar school, opened 
in 1950. Bedford School and Bedford High School 
decided that up to half free or reserved places was 
too much democratization and threatened their 

independence, so they became independent 
schools in 1945, although this entailed a large 
increase in fees. Public opinion in Bedford was 
against this step; the Bedfordshire Times criticized 
the Trust for the secrecy with which the decision 
was taken and reported that 7600 petitioned 
against the move. The Modern Schools (the girls' 
school becoming Dame Alice School) accepted 
direct grant status and offered up to halfof their 
places to the LEA. In 1970 they offered in 
practice over 70 per cent of their places as free and 
reserved places. The two independent schools 
offered 10 per cent of their places to the LEA and 
usually gave more, so about 200 places a year, or 
over 1300 in total, [22] were offered to the 
County by the Trust in 1970, more than half of 
these places going to Bedford children. The 
Authority also paid for some Roman Catholic 
children, who are the equivalent in ability to those 
going free to the Trust's schools, to go to the 
Convent of the Holy Ghost. 

Thus in 1960 Bedford's selective secondary 
education was remarkable in that nearly all boys 
and girls winning grammar school places took 
these up in direct grant or independent schools. 
But by 1960 the unrivalled position of 1902 had 
so deteriorated that Mr. Parkyn, then M.P. for 
Bedford, when speaking in the House in 1967 of 
the pre-1962 situation, said, 'For the majority of 
the boys and girls in my constituency, Bedford 
had a poor standard of education the 
percen tage . . ,  successful ha the 11-plus examina- 
tion was well below the country as a whole.' [23] 
For Bedford in 1946 had calculated her needs on a 
15 per cent selective places basis, but this was seen 
nationally in 1960 as a low figure. This new 
standard plus a growing population created a very 
strong demand for selective school places in the 
Borough. This was met in 1962 by the opening of 
Pilgrim School, a mixed school and the first 
maintained grammar school in the Borough. 

The post-war story is one of rocketing costs, as 
elsewhere; from £60,000 in 1937-8 to £ 1,150,000 
in 1966-67 for the Borough. [24] Other features 
are the population's rise at double the national 
average, the larger numbers staying beyond fifteen, 
the new estates and the problems of meeting this 
demand for school places amid government 
squeezes and demands from Westminster for the 
reorganization of secondary schools. An additional 
problem of the 1960s has been that of the 
immigrants. As yet there is little antagonism 
between the races, but in some schools more than 
half of the pupils are immigrants. To meet very 
real educational problems, a block for immigrant 
children aged 14 to 16 was planned in July 1969; 
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if built it will probably be adjacent to Westfield 
School. 

A battle over secondary reorganization 
In March 1965 the Education Committee of the 
County ordered [25 ] the Director of Education to 
set up a working party to prepare a scheme for the 
reorganization of the county's secondary educa- 
tion on comprehensive lines. The Director was 
interested in a middle school system and so the 
words 'not  necessarily confined to secondary 
education' were added so that his hands would not 
be tied. Although this came before Circular 10/65 
and the council claimed that research had been 
going on for a long time, the government's attitude 
and power over the purse could have been decisive. 
Several councillors regretted that it was too late to 
examine the arguments, for they felt, reorganiza- 
tion was being forced upon County Council, while 
the Bedfordshire Times doubted whether the 
Council would have reorganized if left to itself, 
except for more rural schools along the lines of 
one in mid-county, whose selected intake came 
from a wider catchment area than did its 
unselected intake. 

The Director's scheme [26] of 1966 favoured 
middle schools (i.e. schools for (a) 5 to 9 years, (b) 
9 to 13 and (c) 13 and above). He put  forward 
sound educational reasons for this system but  it is 
widely believed that financial considerations 
played a crucial part in the deliberations of the 
Education Committee. As no Ministry grants 
would be given for reorganization, existing 
buildings would determine its shape. In a middle 
school system primary schools would serve as 
lower schools, secondary moderns as middle 
schools of 450 to 600 pupils and selective schools, 
with extensions, as upper schools of 850 to 10050 
pupils. In a fast growing county much building 
would have to be undertaken in any event but this 
scheme would take the pressure off the primary 
schools. Thus this system and the existing 
buildings fitted together neatly and reorganization 
could take place of the whole county in 1968. In 
Bedford the maintained grammar school would 
become an upper school and a new upper school 
would be built. The secondary modern schools 
would become middle schools. Other new schools 
of both types were scheduled in 1970 for the 
expanding school population. 

Bedford, however, was seen to have a special 
problem. For the Trust offered 1300 places to the 
county and, unless the Ministry gave a special 
financial allocation, these places would still have 
to be taken up after reorganization. But, as Mr. 
Parkyn said in the House [27] 'Some means of 

selection would be necessary unless all the places 
in the Trust schools, or at least in the direct grant 
schools, are made available to the county. '  His 
solution was simple: ' In  my view the running of 
the four Trust schools-as distinct from the Trust 
itself-should be transferred lock, stock and barrel 
to the LEA.' The Director's scheme of 1966 
believed that, failing a Ministry grant, a solution 
would have to be worked out in collaboration with 
the Trust. It also recommended that the LEA 
should assist parents on an income scale towards 
tuition fees (post 13 plus) at the independent 
schools rather than take up free places at these 
schools. 

The County Council in 1967, discovering that 
the Ministry would give no help, approved the 
payment of fees of up to 100 pupils at each of the 
direct grant schools. An admission procedure 
would be found through discussions with the Trust 
to allow the widest possible ability range. To help 
Bedford's problem the Council agreed to restrict 
the catchment area for the direct grant schools to 
the Borough, but such a storm of fury came from 
the villagers and their representatives that the 
decision was reversed and the catchment area 
extended to the whole of the county as and when 
reorganization was completed; at present the 
catchment area is merely the northern half of the 
county. 

Thus in determining the shape of reorganization 
in Bedford, the Trust 's  attitude would be crucial. 
The Trust's statement of 1966 [28] expressed a 
desire to associate that body even more closely 
with the maintained system but on the Trust 's 
own terms or on an agreed compromise, for the 
Trust was aware that its places were essential to 
the Authority. The Governors maintained a belief 
in the selective school as necessary for the 
provision for the highest standards, but were 
prepared to take pupils from a wider ability range. 

In the later statement made to the Donnison 
Commitee in 1968, [29] a greater readiness to 
compromise was shown. The Trust offered the 
LEA as many places for 13-year-olds as were then 
provided for ll-year-olds, building up to 90 to 
100 places a year at each of the direct grant 
schools. Regretting the Council's decision not to 
take up places at the independent schools, the 
Trust declared its readiness to increase the number  
of such places. The greatest concession made was 
the Trust's willingness to widen the ability range 
to pupils of an I.Q. of 102% and to provide 
courses leading to CSE. The Trust was anxious to 
co-operate and reach agreement and considered 
that their schools could be adapted to receive 
pupils from a wider range of ability on a method 
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of transfer to be agreed between the Trust and the 
LEA with the proviso that the Governors after a 
reasonable period could review progress and 
consider whether adjustments were required. 

Thus in 1970 a question mark hung over the 
future of comprehensive education in Bedford. 
Discussion still continued with the Trust; the 
admission procedures for those entering the 
Trust 's schools after reorganization remained the 
crucial question. Moreover the Trust's inability to 
take the full ability range prevented a fully 
comprehensive system of secondary education. 
Since 1966 Ministerial parsimony and the delay in 
raising the school leaving age had caused several 
postponements in reorganizing the Borough's and 
County's  schools. It was in 1970 considered 
impossible to reorganize the whole county at one 
date; the earliest date for a beginning in Bedford 
was now 1972 and it was estimated that it would 
be at least I0 years before reorganization of the 
Borough's schools would be complete, and even 
then it seemed that some form of selection, if not  
wholly by intellectual criteria, would continue. 
The Minister of State for Education, Mrs. Shirley 
Williams, in the debate of 1967 akeady referred 
to, spoke of 'this particular tricky situation' in 
Bedford and of how the difficulty turned on the 
terms on which pupils would enter the direct grant 
schools. 

In 1970 a series of events threatened to destroy 
the plans outlined above and the county 
experienced probably the greatest local political 
row it had faced for centuries. For following the 
June national elections and the despatch of 
Circular 10/70 a few days later, the Conservative 
dominated County council voted on July 17 by 32 
votes to 30, with 2 abstentions, to modify the 
proposals regarding reorganization to include 
separate LEA grammar schools. A storm of rage 
and protest greeted this decision. An organization 
named BACAS (Bedfordshire Action Committee 
Against Selection) was immediately formed and 
supported by the leading religious bodies, teachers' 
groups (with less solidarity) the Trades Council, 
groups of parents and numerous individuals. These 
groups produced a torrent of letters to the local 
press (of 87 letters in the Bedfordshire Times, 59 
opposed and 15 supported the Council) and 
numerous petitions and meetings. They deplored 
the lack of consultation in the reaching of the 
decision, the overriding of the Education Com- 
mitee's judgment and the destruction of what they 
saw as a very good plan. The Borough Education 
Committee also opposed the decision and planned 
to appeal to the Secretary of State. A by-election 
in Bedford was fought solely on this issue and the 

Liberal candidate, helped by the withdrawal and 
active support of the Labour Party, won this 
normally safe Conservative seat on the County 
Council to play a crucial part in the reversal of the 
decision later that week. The County Education 
Sub-committee and full Education Committee 
solidly voted that they would not amend the 
original plan and were prepared to be replaced 
rather than do so. 

The supporters of selection were on the 
defensive and abandoned their scheme to retain 
three LEA grammar schools (including one in 
Bedford); they now planned to keep one LEA 
grammar school in Dunstable and have most of the 
selected places in the four Trust schools and the 
Convent School, which would give the oppor- 
turdty of selective schooling to one child in 
thirteen if the parents wished it. Thirty-five 
councillors supported the motion and, claiming 
that no extra cost or delays would be caused, they 
were confident of success. On October 30 1970, 
after a five and a half hours debate (the longest 
since the war) and before a packed and noisy 
gallery, the vote was 34-34 on the motion that the 
Council wished to modify the approved plan. The 
Chairman's casting vote went against the motion 
and the struggle was over, for the defeated group 
announced that they would not raise the matter 
again. The supporters of selection are strong on 
the Council and may yet influence the outcome, 
particularly that of the discussions with the Trust, 
but BACAS still exists and aims to hold a watching 
brief over the reorganization of the county's 
schools. [301 

Summary 
Bedford in 1902 had an enormous advantage in 
the substantial provision made by the Harpur Trust. 
She has consequently been able to provide, through 
little effort of her own, excellent opportunities for 
selective secondary education for most of the 
century, especially when a meagre scholarship 
ladder was improved after the Great War and the 
opening of Pilgrim School ended a second lean 
spell in selective secondary education in the 1950s. 
However, concern for those with fewer financial or 
intellectual advantages has not been conspicuous; a 
central school was forced through because the 
Board demanded improvements in the school 
buildings, the rise in population more than 
anything else caused partial reorganization in 1937 
and government pressure helped to produce a 
scheme for reorganization on comprehensive lines. 
Usually a Conservative M.P. sits for Bedford 
(Labour won narrow victories in 1945 and 1966) 
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and this perhaps indicates the nature of  the town's 
polit ical attitudes. There has also been a habitual 
reliance on the Trust. These factors may account 
for the town's  moderate concern for the child of  
average and below average ability. Final ly in 1970 
the Harpur  Trust, which in the first half of the 
century was such a boon to the town in its efforts 
to develop secondary education, was proving a 
stumbling block to the reorganization of the 

Borough's  schools; Sir William's gift now presented 
nearly insuperable problems to the development of 
a truly comprehensive system of secondary educa- 
tion and this, in the eyes of many,  was once more 
to the detriment of the ordinary child. The 
provision of secondary schools in Bedford was for 
so long the pride of the town, but no longer seemed 
so splendid to many living in a more egalitarian 
educational  climate. 
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